§ 58.60–9

(g) Other pressurized systems designed for the MODU’s industrial operations.

§ 58.60–2 Alternatives and substitutions.

(a) The Coast Guard may accept substitutes for fittings, material, apparatus, equipment, arrangements, calculations, and tests required in this subpart if the substitute provides an equivalent level of safety.

(b) In any case where it is shown to the satisfaction of the Commandant that the use of any particular equipment, apparatus, arrangement, or test is unreasonable or impracticable, the Commandant may permit the use of alternate equipment, apparatus, arrangement, or test to such an extent and upon such condition as will insure, to his satisfaction, a degree of safety consistent with the minimum standards set forth in this subpart.

§ 58.60–3 Pressure vessel.

A pressure vessel that is a component in an industrial system under this subpart must meet the applicable requirements in §54.01–5 of this chapter.

§ 58.60–5 Industrial systems: Locations.

An industrial system under this subpart must not be in a space that is—

(a) Concealed; or

(b) Inaccessible to industrial personnel.

§ 58.60–7 Industrial systems: Piping.

The piping for industrial systems under this subpart must meet ANSI B31.3 (incorporated by reference, see 46 CFR 58.03–1), except that blow out preventor control systems must also meet API RP 53 (incorporated by reference, see 46 CFR 58.03–1).

§ 58.60–9 Industrial systems: Design.

Each system under this subpart must be designed and analyzed in accordance with the principles of API RP 14C (incorporated by reference, see 46 CFR 58.03–1).